
Highlighting NSSE 2021: 
New Offerings in a Year Like No Other

Webinar will begin at 2 pm Eastern Time 
Before we begin, please review the Zoom controls below. Leave your audio and video off, unless prompted by a 

host. You can post any questions in the chat box. 

• Visit https://kb.iu.edu/d/aods#hear-talk
for a comprehensive set of tests and 
troubleshooting solutions if you 
have issues with the Zoom software

• To check your audio connection, 
click the arrow next to the 
microphone on the left side of the 
in-meeting toolbar. 

• Click “Test Computer Audio” and 
audio preferences will open. 

• You can test the volume and output 
of your speaker device be selecting 
“Test Speaker.” If you cannot hear, 
change the output source by 
selecting a different speaker device. 

• We will record and post the 
webinar.

• The Chat window allows participants to interact with presenters and each other –
make comments about your NSSE practice, ask questions of presenters and of 
other users! 

Click to raise your 
hand to get the 
attention of the host 
and panelists.

Click to open the 
Chat box. This 
will allow you to 
chat with Hosts, 
Panelists, and 
Participants. 

Use this to ask 
questions of the 
panelists and the 
answer will be 
broadcast for the 
entire webinar.

https://kb.iu.edu/d/aods#hear-talk
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Outline

•Welcome 
•New Offerings

• Administration schedule & recruitment
• $400 credit
• Survey item changes
• Topical Modules
• FSSE and CUTE

•NSSE Pulse (fall offering)
•How can we help?

We are encouraging (URGING) you to 
chat throughout so we can discuss 
questions & comments as we go!



Welcome! How are You? 

What is on your minds 
in terms of assessing 
student engagement 
and educational 
effectiveness given the 
rapid adaptation to 
unprecedented 
challenges?



2020–21 will be a year unlike any other. In response, NSSE & FSSE 2021 are changing:
• New NSSE Modules: Optional Topical Modules to assess quality in online education and the 

pandemic's impact on students' well-being
• Responsive Administration Schedule: Compressed survey preparation and administration 

schedules to reflect changed academic calendars
• Free Portal/LMS Recruitment: Individualized NSSE survey links to embed in institutional portals 

and learning management systems (previously a fee-based service) to enhance survey promotion
• $400 NSSE Credit: In recognition of institutions' fiscal challenges, a $400 credit toward surveys or 

services to all institutions registered for NSSE 2021
• New FSSE Content: Items asking faculty how they have been able to support students, how they 

navigate their roles as educators, and about the support they have received during the pandemic

NSSE 2021 registration closes Friday, October 23, 2020



New Registration & Administration Schedule

Pandemic’s impact has created new demands, amid
greater uncertainty. Everything feels a bit harder now.

Registration deadline pushed back a full month, allowing more time 
for fall term to settle before turning attention to NSSE.

Survey preparation condensed, and final deadline (Dec 4) one month 
later than in typical years.



LMS/Portal Recruitment

No cost in 2021, try it risk-free

Unique survey links posted in 
the student portal; 
complements email 
recruitment

Requires close coordination 
with IT staff on your campus

Have you completed the NSSE survey?



New Timelines, LMS/Portal & Recruitment

• What’s on your mind?
• What ideas do you have 

for recruitment given 
your expected course 
modality?

• What incentives might 
work if most students 
are not on campus?



$400 Credit

In recognition of 
institutions' fiscal 
challenges, we’re 
issuing a $400 credit 
toward surveys or 
services to all NSSE 
2021 institutions

Apply credit to 
lower your overall 

cost

Apply credit toward 
an additional 

module, custom 
analysis, FSSE 
participation…



NSSE Core Survey Changes 2021
• New items on effective teaching

• 4 new items to more deeply probe student experiences across 
all course modalities

• Updated questions about course modalities
• To identify the share of face to face, online, and hybrid courses

• Discontinued items
• To limit burden, we deleted 3 questions: coming to class unprepared, 

attending art performances, and birth year (now required in 
institution-provided population files)

• Customize your own end-of-survey prompt!
• Append to the core your own end-of-survey student comment 

prompt as an alternative to the four standard prompts we provide

https://nsse.indiana.edu/nsse/administering-nsse/customizing-nsse/index.html


10 Topical Modules, 3 New in 2021
Coping with COVID
to help institutions explore the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on students’ educational experiences, mental wellness, and 
everyday life experiences

Experiences with Online Learning
based in part on Quality Matters standards for effective online 
courses

Career & Workforce Preparation
a collaboration between NSSE and Strada Education Network to 
address current interest in how undergraduate education 
prepares students for work and careers



View items nsse.indiana.edu/nsse/survey-instruments/topical-modules



How should you select your Topical Modules? 

Choosing only 2 modules from 10 options can be tough!
Factors:

• Appeal of the topic (responsive to campus 
concern, interests specific campus audiences)

• Repeat for continuity, or to assess 
change

• New topics suit current needs
• FSSE companion set availability

Example: Inclusiveness 
and Engagement with 

Cultural Diversity

nsse.indiana.edu/nsse/survey-instruments/topical-modules

https://nsse.indiana.edu/nsse/survey-instruments/topical-modules/index.html


What Module(s) Do You Plan to Select?

Why?

Any questions?



FSSE Updates and New CUTE Survey

• FSSE Updates for 2021
• Updated item about course modality
• New items about faculty practices 

focused on developing students’ 
workforce & transferable skills

• New items to better understand the 
teaching environment for faculty during the COVID-19 pandemic

• NEW! The College & University Teaching Environment (CUTE) 
survey launches later in October. This survey will explore how 
faculty have supported students, navigated their roles as 
educators, and perceive institutional support during the COVID-19 
pandemic.



NSSE Pulse

• A free, short fall survey
• Includes selected NSSE questions that are 

critical to persistence, such as quality of 
interactions and sense of belonging 

• Locally administered and results will be 
available promptly, affording early diagnosis 
of strengths and areas of concern 

• Survey window is between October 5 and 
November 23, 2020

nsse.indiana.edu/nsse/survey-instruments/pulse

https://nsse.indiana.edu/nsse/survey-instruments/pulse/index.html


Assessment: Quality and Equity Matter
• Assessing educational quality amid COVID, racial injustice, 

unrest, and public discontent is essential
• Equity must be examined and addressed in terms of access, 

academic and educational processes, and outcomes
• Accreditation expectations for quality and equity remain

NSSE and FSSE can help institutions assess and 
respond to current challenges. What else can we 
do to help with your assessment needs?



Your Questions
Will 2021 results 
be comparable to 

previous NSSE 
administrations?

How can we use data to 
assess the impact of 

COVID on student 
learning & engagement, 
and use it to inform next 

steps?

Help! Need ideas for 
incentives if most 

students are not on 
campus?!?

Help! Increasing 
student response 

rates?!?

Using NSSE data 
to drive 

institutional 
improvement



Celebrating 20 years!



NSSE is Entering its 3rd Decade!
20th Anniversary Activities…. 

• Listening tours to solicit input (AAC&U, AIR)
• Interactive timeline
• Assessment Update (Sp2020) dedicated to NSSE
• Synthesis papers
• Your feedback

https://iu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_42cHn2u4t83Thop

https://iu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_42cHn2u4t83Thop


Thanks so much for joining us!
NSSE 2021 registration closes on 

Friday, October 23, 2020

Blog: NSSEsightings.indiana.edu
@NSSEsurvey @NSSEinstitute

@Jillian_Kinzie

@alexmccormick



THE END.







Looking Forward…

•NSSE Pulse (fast, 
free, fall survey)

•Help us plan for a third 
decade
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